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Sustainability brieﬁng

Sustainability for bridge engineers –
Part 2
Bridge scheme lifecycle
Sustainability should be considered at every phase of a
development: planning, design, construction, maintenance,
change of use (modification), and end of life (demolition) or
replacement. The first planning or ‘project inception’ stage is
discussed in Part 1 of this briefing and the rest of the stages
discussed below.
This briefing illustrates different approaches to meet
sustainability objectives at each stage of the project lifecycle. The
points covered here should be treated as ideas for consideration
rather than a comprehensive checklist. A full assessment is the
only way to understand the trade-offs and significance of each
idea within the context of a particular project.
The life cycle of a bridge as discussed below can be seen in the
context of CO2 emissions and global warming potential over its life.
In-use emissions associated with the design choices are traffic
diversions during maintenance, maintenance itself and finally,
demolition. Bridges have a long design life with relatively little
lifetime intervention so the initial impacts of the materials represent
a major proportion of the total lifecycle emissions. Therefore the
focus of design must be on providing a durable structure with
minimum initial impacts and minimum maintenance requirements.
Design
Anticipated impacts from every stage of the project need to be
considered during design:
Materials: A sustainable approach to materials will include
efficiency, responsible sourcing, design to minimise impacts,
healthy materials and consideration of end of life.
Efficiency: The materials used determine the amount of embodied
energy in a structure so raw construction materials and energy
should be minimised. This includes fabrication, transport and
construction energy. It has been shown that in general longer span
solutions for structures have higher material costs as well as higher
embodied energy1. ‘Architectural’ solutions which are not in
harmony with the structural form tend towards higher embodied
energy.
The quantity of raw materials can be minimised by using a
structural form with direct force transfer e.g. elements in pure
compression or tension, such as arch or stress ribbon bridges1, 2.
The use of compressive membrane action will minimise the steel
required in concrete decks (BD87/02). Use of reinforced soil in
place of rc walls minimises concrete volumes.
Use of innovative materials and forms can reduce the weight of
a structure. Lightweight structures minimise foundation size and
cost. For example: fibre composite materials3; engineered
cementitious composites4; bridge in a backpack5, timber and
rope6.
Strategies to minimise waste involve: design for reuse and
recovery, offsite construction, materials optimisation, waste
efficient procurement, deconstruction and flexibility7. Realistic
specification, repetitive details, good information and early input
from suppliers and contractor will make a significant contribution.
Balancing cut and fill increases material efficiency and reduces
construction impacts.
Responsible sourcing: Responsibly sourced materials are available
to the bridge engineer8. Recycled and secondary materials such
as aggregates, Portland cement replacements and tyre bales for
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embankment fill, should be considered but balanced against
additional transport distances and technical requirements. (For
more information refer to previous sustainability briefings on
responsible sourcing, aggregate and a forthcoming briefing on
cementitious materials).
Design to minimise impacts: Optimisation on weight is not always
the most sustainable option. The material choice should be
evaluated against a full set of design constraints including cost,
environmental impact and durability. Very high strength concrete
can reduce material use9, however calculation is needed to show
that the weight saving offsets the increased embodied CO2 of the
material. Traditional methods such as masonry construction can
be more reliable when using local workforce. Options can be
compared using tools discussed in Part 1 of this briefing note.
Design for the full life cycle and health: Durable materials such as
concrete, galvanised steel, FRP and weathering steel avoid the
need to use coatings. An added benefit of the longer life before
maintenance of durable structures is the reduction in traffic
disruption and congestion.
In terms of longevity of a bridge, the capacity and condition of
bridge substructure will determine if a bridge life can be extended
through bridge deck replacement. The design requirements for
future proofing balanced against initial impacts merit careful
consideration. For elements of the bridge with a shorter design life,
use of materials or components that are easily recycled, such as
metal parapets, or reused, such as Bailey bridge components, is
an end of use benefit.
Material summary: Issues to consider are:
– Avoid overdesign but not at the expense of future proofing
– Prioritise the use of local raw resources and construction
methods
– Minimise transport distances and consider suitable size of
elements for delivery to the site
– Responsible sourcing for concrete and timber
– Design for balanced earthworks cut and fill
Water and pollution: Water should be addressed at the design
stage and in particular the use of water should be minimised as a
resource. The designer should also consider drainage provision,
water attenuation and catchment and groundwater resources. A
sustainable scheme will enhance catchment and minimise runoff to
reduce flood risk.
Construction
Early contractor involvement in design (ECI) provides an
opportunity to reduce construction impacts. Contractor and
supplier input can help develop realistic specifications particularly if
extreme exposure and workability is required. The designer can
consider ease of access with possible advance enabling works to
avoid overrun and delays. Protection from groundwater pollution
during construction and in use can be achieved by installing reed
beds or petrol interceptors.
ECI will facilitate early discussion of a site waste management
plan for waste reduction10. The contractor can avoid waste by
ordering pre-cut or prefabricated elements and deploying reusable shuttering or slipforming. This also helps to minimise
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construction time and improve quality. Quality assurance and
control procedures are important tools. Close site supervision will
avoid mistakes and rework together with proper storage and site
control to avoid damage. Good survey information leads to
accurate setting out. Good information for estimating and ordering
materials for site helps avoid oversupply and facilitates the design
of elements to fit without need for cutting.
Maintenance and use
Congestion has a very high sustainability cost directly in fuel use
but also in social and economic terms. This can influence the
choice on whether to replace or strengthen a structure. The
following list provides examples of how this can be minimised at
initial design stage:
– Provision of access for maintenance without disruption to traffic
or services
– Define emergency procedures for major crossings
– Provision for replacement of limited life elements. Easy removal
will allow remedial works to a better quality offsite, e.g. provision
of jacking points for bearing replacement
– Design to allow replacement, widening or strengthening while
maintaining the structure in service. Steel structures are
generally easier to strengthen
– Design for robustness or provide generous headroom to avoid
damage particularly for steel beams which are more vulnerable
to impact damage. Provision of protection or warnings to
prevent damage
– Minimise future maintenance requirements: integral bridges with
no joints or bearings; good detailing to avoid problems (water
path)
Once the bridge is in-use the following examples demonstrate
material efficient approaches to maintenance:
– Innovative testing methods to prove structural adequacy or
provide accurate estimate of remaining life. Proof load testing11
– Relaxed assessment criteria, an accepted departure from
standard such as load restrictions or use of less conservative
analysis methods, reduce or avoid the need to strengthen or
replace. For example, compressive membrane action can be
utilised to improve capacity of slab decks BD44/95
– Regular preventive maintenance
– Innovative repair or strengthening options e.g. carbon fibre or
heat straightening12
Demolition
Demolition should be considered carefully for temporary
structures, and a Sustainability Briefing on Design for
deconstruction published in The Structural Engineer, 89/4, gives
more information on this. Use of materials or components that are
easily recycled or reused, such as aluminium parapets and bridge
components, is an end of use benefit, e.g. Bailey bridges have

significant reusable elements.
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Further Information
This briefing is prepared by the Institution of Structural Engineers’
Sustainable Construction Panel. Contact: Berenice Chan (email:
berenice.chan@istructe.org).
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CROSS
Conﬁdential Reporting on Structural Safety

Cross improves structural safety and reduces the probability of failure by using conﬁdential reports to highlight lessons that can be learned,
to generate feedback, and to inﬂuence change including regulatory action.
The Cross data base is a unique reservoir of information for practitioners and contains the reports submitted and all Scoss publications.
Use Cross to ﬁnd out how to improve the safety of structures in your organisation and how to help others by reporting your own
concerns. Nothing is too small to be reported and nothing is too large.

www.cross-structural-safety.org
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